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Where we start . . . 

When Jesus was arrested, His disciples scattered (Mark 14:50). Why 
do you think they all fled? 

Do you think you might have done something different? Why or why 
not?  

What we read . . . 

Although Jesus is the “hero” of the Gospel of Mark, sometimes it is of 
real value to pay attention to others who are part of the story. Watch 
the others who come into the scene as you read Mark 15:37-16:2. 

What do you know about the women Mark mentions? 

What do you know about Joseph who comes into the scene? 

Compare and contrast how the women and how Joseph respond to 
what has happened. What is similar in their reactions and response? 
What is different? 

Knowing that those who were (apparently) closest to Jesus fled when 
he was arrested, what do you think was going through the minds and 
hearts of these women and Joseph? What might explain why they did 
what they did?             

Why this matters . . . 

Ultimately, both Joseph and these women chose to identify 
themselves with Jesus. To do so must have exposed them to 
some risk; however they apparently thought it worth the risk 
even though they didn’t yet know for sure that Jesus would rise from 
the dead.  Knowing all you do about Jesus (more than they did!) 
what holds you back from more willingly and 
publicly identifying yourself with Jesus? 
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Diving in . . .

We have to be careful when we attempt to “get into” the heads and hearts 
of those who are pictured in the Scriptures. Unless we are told what they 
are thinking or why they are doing what they are doing, we can end up on 
shaking ground when we speculate about motives or thoughts or heart. Yet, 
we don’t want to read Scripture “at arms distance.” That is, we want to find 
ways to relate to and connect with those we meet in the pages of the Bible. 
The people described are real people with real feelings and thoughts and 
longings not that different than our own. So, with a little discernment and 
discretion, it may be of help to allow the text of Scripture to draw us into 
some appropriate reflection on what those we meet might have thought or 
felt. 

We want to explore this a bit this week as we turn our attention to a few 
others who we meet at the foot of the cross. After Jesus’ death, we encounter 
some women and a man named Joseph. The disciples, apparently, have fled; 
but these remain and risk identifying themselves with Jesus. And although 
we are not told specifically why they chose to do so, to try and imagine 
what it might have been like for them could prove to be a helpful exercise. 

Discussing . . . 

The opening questions set the stage for exploring a thoughtful reflection 
on what is happening with the followers of Jesus in light of His death. We 
are told that the disciples all fled; we are not told exactly why. But a bit 
of honest reflection on what Jesus is facing certainly can suggest to us a 
number of reasonable alternatives. Why bother to think about such things? 
Because anyone who had been in the situation the disciples had been in 
when Jesus was arrested would have felt something! So, entering into what 
that could have been like will help us engage in the account a bit better. And 
the same is true when we come to the account before us today. 

At the crucifixion, after Jesus has died, we meet three women and Joseph of 
Arimathea. 

These named women we are meeting for the first time in the Gospel; 
we have no background for them in Mark. All we know about them is 
what Mark tells us here. (Although the other Gospels might give us some 
additional insight into who these women were, Mark apparently doesn’t 
feel the need to tell us more to communicate what he wants to his readers.) 
Joseph gets a little more ink; Mark tells us more about him. 

The women would have been considered on the low end of the social scale. 
Joseph, on the other hand, was at the other end. A member of the “Council” 
(the Sanhedrin), he was one of a select group of ruling elders among the 
Jewish people. Mark tells us he was “prominent;” a reference not so much 
with regard to any official position he might have held but in regard to his 
character. And Mark calls our attention to both these relatively insignificant 
women and the rather notable Joseph. 

What do they have in common? Both the women and Joseph apparently 
have some significant regard for Jesus. As He expires on the cross, their care 
for Him keeps them near. In His death, their regard for Him drives them to 
want to show respect and to honor Him. 

Had they heard Jesus foretell of both His own death and resurrection? 
Perhaps, although the discussion about Jesus’ impending death and 
resurrection does appear, at times, to be reserved for the circle of the twelve 
(see, for example, 9:28-37 and 10:35-45). What they do know is that Jesus is 
dead. And what we do know about them, from their actions, is that they 
cared for Jesus in His death. 

Why did they do what they did? Mark does not explicitly tell us. But even 
in the absence of any explicit explanation, a number of minimal implications 
seem appropriate. The bottom line must include: Jesus mattered to them. 
And, beyond that, Jesus mattered enough to them that they were going to 
take the risk of being identified with Him. 

They might not have known how much risk was going to be associated 
with identifying with this one who was put to death by Rome and hated 
by the religious leaders. But, it would be unreasonable to assume that it 
didn’t matter to Rome or to the Council if someone made much of Jesus in 
His death. If both Rome and the Council sought to silence and be done with 
Jesus, then to honor Him in His death must have carried some risk. But, 
apparently, that didn’t matter to either Joseph or the women. 

Does it matter whether we can come to a certain conclusion as to why they 
stepped out? Probably not. (If we could, we might wrestle with whether 
we, personally, share the identical reason for identifying with Jesus and 
might hold back if there were some disparity between what is going on in 
our souls and what we were told was going on in theirs.) What matters is 
that the women and Joseph cared enough about Jesus to identify with Him 
without really being certain of what the outcome of the story would be. 

And we who can read the end of the Gospel (as well as catch glimpses of 
the end of human history in the prophetic Scriptures) know so much more 
about the outcome of the story and what Jesus is doing and what He is all 
about . . . and yet we are, sometimes, so very reluctant to find ourselves 
identified with Him. If we listen to Joseph and watch the women, we might 
just find, in their examples, a gentle nudge to step out and risk identifying 
with Jesus ourselves . . . in spite of the risks we anticipate we might have to 
face. 


